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Abstract
In recent times quantum corrections for N = 2 black holes in 4 dimensions have
been addressed in the framework of double extreme black hole solutions, which are
characterised by constant scalar fields. In this paper we generalize these solutions
to non-constant scalar fields. This enables us to discuss quantum corrections for
massless black holes and for configurations that are classically singular. We also
discuss the relation to the 5-dimensional magnetic string solution.
ae-mail: behrndt@qft2.physik.hu-berlin.de
1. Introduction
Recently there has been a significant progress in the understanding of N = 2 black holes
in 4 dimensions. The starting point was the observation that the central charge of a (non-
singular) black hole has an extremum on the horizon and is given by the area of the horizon
[1]. In addition, the horizon acts as an attractor on the scalar fields. Independently where
we start at infinity the values of the scalar fields on the horizon are unique and depend
only on the conserved charges. If one further assumes that the scalar fields are constant
everywhere, i.e. they are frozen in their fixpoint, one has a double extreme black hole [2].
They are extreme in the sense that they saturate the BPS bound (M = |Z|) and their
central charge (mass) is extremal (minimal). Since for these solutions the scalar fields are
constant they are a good candidate for the discussion of quantum corrections. After fixing
the classical starting point [3], [4] this has been done [5]. However, for these black holes it
is difficult to investigate the massless case or to look for quantum solutions that are stable
with less than 4 chargesb. In [5] a less-charged solution was reachable only after inclusion of
additional topological quadratic terms in the prepotential and the massless limit of double
extreme black holes is the flat space time. Furthermore constant moduli are not possible
for massless black holes, since they correspond to a vanishing cycle at certain point in
spacetime (massless black hole singularity). Since these objects are expected to exist at
points of symmetry enhancement it is desirable to have solutions that allows a massless
limit. This is the case for the solution with non-constant moduli, which we are going to
discuss in this paper. We will restrict ourselves on axion-free solutions.
Before we start let us fix our notation (see [5] and refs. therein). TheN = 2 supergravity
includes one gravitational, nv vector and nh hyper multiplets. In what follows we will
neglect the hyper multiplets, assuming that these fields are constant. The bosonic N = 2
action is given by
S ∼
∫
d4x
√
G{R− 2gAB¯∂zA ∂z¯B −
1
4
(ℑNIJF I · F J + ℜNIJF I · ⋆F J)} (1)
where the gauge field part F I · F J ≡ F IµνF J µν and I, J = 0, 1....nv. The complex scalar
fields of the vector multiplets zA (A = 1..nv) parameterize a special Ka¨hler manifold with
the metric gAB¯ = ∂A∂B¯K(z, z¯), where K(z, z¯) is the Ka¨hler potential. Both, the gauge
field coupling as well as the Ka¨hler potential are given by the holomorphic prepotential
F (X)
e−K = i(X¯IFI −XIF¯I)
NIJ = F¯IJ + 2i (ℑFIL)(ℑFMJ )XLXM(ℑFMN )XMXN
(2)
with FI =
∂F (X)
∂XI
and FMN =
∂2F (X)
∂XM∂XN
(these are not gauge field components). The scalar
fields zA are defined by
zA =
XA
X0
(3)
bOn the classical level we need at least 4 charges to have a non-singular horizon of the black hole.
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and for the prepotential we take the general cubic form
F (X) =
dABCX
AXBXC
X0
(4)
with general constant coefficients dABC . In type II compactification these are the classical
intersection numbers of the Calabi Yau three fold. On the heterotic side these coefficients
parameterize the general cubic part of the prepotential, which contains quantum correc-
tions.
The paper is organized as follow. In the next section we describe the 4-dimensional
solution. In section 3 we describe the decompactification and especially the relation to the
5-dimensional magnetic string solution. Finally, we summarize our results. In the appendix
we show that the solution given in section 2 solves the equations of motion.
2. The black hole solution
In this section we are going to discuss a special solution to the Lagrangian (1). We want
to restrict ourselves on axion-free solutions. This means that the scalar fields zA and as
consequence also NIJ are pure imaginary and we will furthermore simplify the notation in
setting ℑNIJ ≡ NIJ . Then equations of motion are
Rµν − 2 gAB(∂µzA∂νzB)− 12((F · F )µν − 14(F · F )Gµν) = 0
∂µ(
√
GNIJF J µν)) = 0
4√
G
∂µ(
√
GGµνgAB¯∂ν z¯
B)− 2(∂AgBC¯)∂zB ∂z¯C − 14(∂ANIJ)F I · F J = 0
(5)
where ∂A =
∂
∂zA
.
The solution is given in terms of nv + 1 harmonic functions H
A and H0
ds2 = −e−2Udt2 + e2Ud~xd~x , e2U = √H0 dABCHAHBHC
FAmn = ǫmnp∂pH
A , F0 0m = ∂m(H0)
−1 , zA = iH0HAe−2U .
(6)
To be specific we choose for the harmonic functions
HA =
√
2(hA +
pA
r
) , H0 =
√
2(h0 +
q0
r
) (7)
where hA, h0 are constant and related to the scalar fields at infinity. The symplectic
coordinates are given by
X0 = eU , XA = iHAH0e
−U . (8)
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In comparison to the double extreme black holes [5], every charge has been replaced by a
harmonic function.
Let us discuss now the charges and the mass of this solution. The electric and magnetic
charges are given by the integrals over the gauge fields at spatial infinity
qI =
∫
S2
∞
NIJ∗F J = ∫S2
∞
NI0∗F 0
pI =
∫
S2
∞
F J =
∫
S2
∞
FA .
(9)
In the appendix we show that NIJ is diagonal (see (24)). Thus, the black hole couples to
nv magnetic gauge fields F
A
mn and one electric gauge field F
0
0m.
To get the mass we have to look on the asymptotic geometry. First, in order to have
asymptotically a Minkowski space we have the constraint 4h0dABCh
AhBhC = 1. Then
e−2U = 1− 2M
r
± .... (10)
Thus we get for the mass
M =
q0
4h0
+ 3pAh0dABCh
BhC . (11)
Using (8) and calculating the central charge |Z| we find that the black hole saturates the
BPS bound
M2 = |Z|2∞ = eK∞(q0X0 − pAFA)2∞ (12)
where the r.h.s. has to be calculated at spatial infinity (eU∞ = 1).
On the other side if we approach the horizon all constants hA and h0 drop out.
The area of the horizon depends only on the conserved charges q0, p
A. Furthermore, if
q0dABCp
ApBpC > 0 the solution behaves smooth on the horizon and we find for the area
and entropy (S)
A = 4S = 4π
√
4q0 dABCpApBpC . (13)
If the charges and h′s are positive the area of the horizon defines a lower bound for the
mass. Minimizing the mass with respect to hA and h0 gives us the area of the horizon [1]
4πM2|min. = A (14)
In this case all scalar fields are constant and
h0 =
q0
c
, hA =
pA
c
(15)
where c4 = 4 q0dABCp
ApBpC . For these moduli all scalars are constant, i.e. coincides with
their value on the horizon (zA ≡ zA|hor.). By this procedure we get the double extreme
black holes [2]. Taking this limit our solution (6) coincides with the solution given in [5].
There is yet another way to look on this extremization. The moduli fields are dynamical
fields in N = 2 supersymmetric gauge theories. Especially the values at infinity (hA, h0) are
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not protected by a gauge symmetry. Only the electric and magnetic charges are preserved.
For a given model there is no way to fix these values. Instead one could argue that the
model chooses those values for which the energy or ADM mass is minimal, i.e. the double
extreme case. This is the notion of dynamical relaxation that has been introduced in [10].
Sofar we have assumed that the charges and modulis are positive. What happens if some
of them are negative? There seems to be no reason to forbid negative charges. Regarded as
compactification of intersecting branes it simply means that some of them are anti-branes.
Immediately we come to the point of massless black holes [7]. In the N = 4 embedding
they correspond on the type II side to a vanishing 2-cycle in the K3. What happens here?
Let us look on a simple example with 3 vector multiplets (A,B = 1, 2, 3) and dABC given
by
dABCH
AHBHC = H1H2H3 + a(H3)3 (16)
with a > 0. On heterotic side the first term is the classical STU model and the second term
corresponds to a quantum correction to this model. Let us regard this as a toy model for
discussing the influence of the quantum corrections on the different types of singularities.
To get massless black holes we can take two charges negative, e.g. p1 and p2 (this leaves
the entropy invariant). Inserting these charge into (11) we find for certain values of q0 or
h0 massless configuration. For e4U we find
e4U = H0dABCH
AHBHC = 4(h0 +
q0
r
)
(
(h1 − p
1
r
)(h2 − p
2
r
)(h3 +
p3
r
) + a(h3 +
p3
r
)3
)
.
(17)
The classical solution (a = 0) discussed in [7] (N = 4 embedding) was pure electric
corresponding to p2 = p3 = q0+ p
1 = 0 and h0 = h
A = 1 (it defines a self-dual case) c. The
general dyonic solution was first given in [8]. Obviously there is an additional singularity
at r = p1. Classically this is a naked singularity, it makes the black hole repulsive to all
matter [9]. In the internal space this singularity corresponds to a vanishing cycle (see next
section). If we include the quantum corrections we see that this kind of singularity (at
r = p1h1 and r = p2h2) vanish. The quantum correction (∼ a) acts as a regulator, not
only for the metric (or e4U ) but also for the prepotential and Kahler potential (see (8)). To
be more concrete, for positivity the harmonic functions have to fulfill for all radii relations
like
H1H2 + b (H3)2 > 0 (18)
where b = a for positivity of e4U . For the Kahler metric
gAB¯ =
3
4H0
(
−2dABCHC + 3(dACDH
CHD)(dBEFH
EHF )
dABCHAHBHC
)
(19)
g33 is positive if (18) holds for b = a− 23 and for g12 we have b = −2a (all other components
are positive without restrictions). As long as a > 2
3
we find p1p2 = 2a(p3)2 and h3 has to
be large enough (assuming that in (17) all constants are positive). In the case that a < 2
3
cNote, on the heterotic side p1 becomes electric (one has to go into the “stringy” basis).
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we have at least for one component of the Kahler metric (e.g. g12) a region in space time
where it becomes negative.
What about the horizon at r = 0? Classically we need all 4 charges in order to have a
non-singular geometry near the horizon. Also the double extreme black hole for the cubic
prepotential (4) is not well defined for less than 4 charges (since the scalar fields vanish
identically). For this simple quantum model, however, we see that we can set p1 = p2 = 0
and still the solution remains non-singular. It is still a Bertotti-Robertson geometry with
the area of the horizon
A = 4π
√
4a q0(p3)3 . (20)
and also the scalar fields are non-vanishing. On the type II side, by including of additional
topological terms in the prepotential, we can even replace the electric charge q0 [5]: H0 =
c2·J3
24
H3 and get a non-singular black hole solution with only one magnetic charge p3 (c2 is
the second Chern class and J3 is a (1,1)-form of the CY three fold).
Sofar we have regarded the model (16) as a toy model. To be realistic we have to
discuss the validity of our solution. The prepotential (4) contains only the cubic terms.
In general there are many other terms too. E.g. on the type II side we have neglected
all instanton contributions [11] and on the heterotic side further quantum corrections [12].
Our approximation is justified as long as |zA| ≫ 1 and for the model (16) we have in
addition the constraint that |z1| > |z2| > |z3| (see e.g. [5]). In all spacetime regions where
these inequalities hold our solution is a good approximation. But we see already that for
massless black holes or for black holes with less than 4 charges we have regions where
these inequalities do not hold. E.g. the classical massless black hole singularity was given
by H1 = 0 and thus z
1 = 0, so that near this point our solution is questionable. On
the other side we hope that the incorporation, e.g., of the instanton corrections do not
spoil our statement that the solution behaves regular there. This, however, needs further
investigation.
Since |zA| ≫ 1 or |H0| ≫ 1 is the decompactification limes to 5 dimensions let us look
what the 5 dimensional solution looks like.
3. Decompactification
There are many ways to get the solution (6) by compactification of higher-dimensional
configurations. On the heterotic side it is a compactification on K3 × T2. Classically our
solution corresponds to the 6-dimensinal solution discussed in [6]. On the type II side we
have a CY compactification, e.g. of three D-4-branes and a D-0-brane for type IIA string
theory. Alternatively we can see our solution as a compactification of an intersection of
3 M-5-branes [13] and a boost along the common the string. Let us discuss the last
possibility in more detail. If we have only C123 = 1 our solution (with 3 moduli A = 1, 2, 3)
corresponds to the following intersection in 11 dimensions [14]
ds211 =
1
(H1H2H3)
1
3
[
dudv +H0du
2 +H1H2H3d~x2 +HAωA
]
. (21)
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This is a configuration where three 5-branes intersect over a common string and each pair of
5-branes intersect over a 3-brane. In going to 4 dimensions we first compactify over HAωA,
with ωA defining three 2-dimensional line elements. After this we are in 5 dimensions and
have a string solution with momentum modes parametrized by H0 (H
A are parameterizing
the 5-branes). Before we generalize this solution let us look once more in the massless
black hole singularity, which was given, e.g. , by H1 = 0. At this point we see that one
of the 2-cycles vanish (H1ω1 = 0). Thus, classically there is not only a singularity in
the 4-dimensional spacetime but also in the internal space. Generalizing this solution to
a generic CY with non-trivial intersection numbers we find for this 5-dimensional string
solution
ds2 =
1
(dABCHAHBHC)
1
3
(
dvdu+H0du
2 + (dABCH
AHBHC)d~x2
)
. (22)
Compactifying this string solution over u yields our 4-dimensional black hole solution (6).
The electric gauge field is a Kalluza-Klein field, in 5 dimensions we have only magnetic
gauge fields which are the same as in D = 4. In addition one of the 4-dimensional scalar
fields is the compactification radius, which is related to |H0| and thus |H0| ≫ 1 gives us
the decompactification limes, for which our solution is good approximation.
For the generic case (dABCp
ApBpC 6= 0) this 5-dimensional string solution is non-
singular and the asymptotic geometry near the horizon is given by AdS3 × S2.
4. Discussion
In this paper we have generalized the N = 2 double extreme black hole solution in [5]
to the case of non-constant scalar fields (see (6)). This solution allows also a massless
limit. In the classical limit the massless solution has a naked singularity where one cycle
of the internal space vanishes. We argued that a cubic correction term (16) can act as an
regulator for this singularity. Also we saw that for this model we can turn off 2 charges and
still have a non-singular horizon. On the other side we have to take these results with care,
since this model is only a good approximation for large moduli. E.g. near the massless
black hole singularity this is not the case.
In a second part we have discussed the 5-dimensional magnetic string solution that
yields upon compactification this black hole in 4 dimensions. This connection could be
interesting with respect to the D-brane picture and microscopic state counting. The sim-
ilarity to the state counting for 5-dimensional black holes in [15] is obvious. It should
be possible to repeat their calculation, but now with K3 replaced by the CY three fold
and the intersection numbers by dABCp
ApBpC . Again the electric charge is related to the
momentum modes travelling along the string. We hope to come back to this point in the
future.
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A. The field equations
Let us convince that the solution (6) really solves the above equations (5). First, we know
that if we have only dABC = d123 it is a solution. These are the known classical black hole
solutions. It is also a solution if HA ∼ pAf (where f is a harmonic function) which is
the double extreme black hole. We have to discuss the case for arbitrary symmetric dABC
and for general harmonic functions. In addition, for this discussion the function H0 is
irrelevant. If we are sure that it is a solution for H0 = 1 we can decompactify this solution
to D = 5 and can generate the H0 function by a boost along the 5d (magnetic) string. (see
(22)).
Gauge field equation
For this we need an expression for N . Our prepotential and their derivative is given by
F = dABCX
AXBXC
X0
F0 = −X0 dABCzAzBzC , FA = 3X0 dABCzBzC
F00 = 2 dABCz
AzBzC , F0A = −3 dABCzBzC , FAB = 6 dABCzC
(23)
where zA = X
A
X0
. Note, that since zA is imaginary (axion-free) F0A is real and all other
second derivatives are imaginary. Inserting these terms now into (2) we find
N00 = −dABCzAzBzC , N0A = 0 , NAB = −6(dABC zC) + 9 (dADE z
DzE)(dBCF z
CzF )
(dABCzAzBzC)
.
(24)
As consequence, we have ℜN = 0. Inserting this into the electric field equations we find
∂m
(√
GN00F 0 m0) = ∂m((H0)2∂m 1
H0
)
= 0 (25)
since H0 is harmonic.. The magnetic field equations are solved due to the ansatz (lets ignore
here the subtleties with multi-center solutions). And the Bianchi identities are solved for
harmonic HA.
Einstein equations
For Ricci tensor we have
Rmn = −∂2U δmn − 2∂mU∂nU , R00 = −∂2U e−4U (26)
where ∂2 = δmn∂m∂n. Let us now set H0 = 1. As next step we calculate the Kahler metric.
Taking K = − log(−idABC(z − z¯)A(z − z¯)B(z − z¯)C) we find (z¯A = −zA)
gAB¯ =
1
4
(
6
(dABCz
C)
(dABCzAzBzC)
− 9 (dADEz
DzE)(dBCFz
CzF )
(dABCzAzBzC)2
)
. (27)
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For (F · F )mn we find
NABFAmpFBnqGpq = e−4U
(
(−∂2D + ∂D∂DD ) δmn + ∂m∂nD − ∂mD∂nDD − 3DA∂m∂nHA
)
= −4 (∂2U δmn − ∂m∂nU)− 3DA∂m∂nHA
(28)
where we are using the compact notation D = dABCHAHBHC, DA = dABCHAHB. The
scalar field part yields
gAB¯∂mz
A∂nz¯
B = 1
4
e−4U
(
−∂m∂nD + ∂mD∂nDD + 3DA∂m∂nHA
)
= −∂m∂nU − ∂mU∂nU + 34 DA∂m∂nHA
(29)
If we now insert these expression into (5) we find that the Einstein equations are fulfilled.
Scalar field equations
This equation consists of three terms. Let us start with the first one.
4√
G
∂µ(
√
GGµνgAB¯∂ν z¯
B) =
= 3i e−4U
(
∂2DA − 12e−4UDA∂2D − e−4U∂DA∂D + 34e−8UDA∂D∂D
) (30)
Next we find
2(∂AgBC¯)∂z
B∂z¯C =
3i
2
e−4U
(
∂2DA − e−4UDA∂2D + 1
2
e−8UDA∂D∂D
)
. (31)
Finally for the gauge field part we have
1
4
∂ANBC FB · FC = 3i
2
e−4U
(
∂2DA − 2e−4U∂DA∂D + e−8UDA∂D∂D
)
. (32)
Putting all these expressions into (5) we find that also the scalar field equation is fulfilled.
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